Exponent’s Daniel Shuler Uses Rapid7’s IDR and MDR to Ensure the Level of
Security his Worldwide Network and Cloud Environment Requires
By Jorge Gonzalez-Garcia, Content Writer, Strategist

The Company
Exponent (formerly Failure Analysis Associates) is an American engineering and scientific consulting firm based in Menlo
Park, California. The company employs about 1,500 people at about 30 locations around the world, with 25 of those in
the United States. The firm’s engineers, scientists, physicians conduct research, analysis and testing across more than 90
technical disciplines.
All pretty straightforward, but Exponent is also a 52-year-old company with a rich history. NASA hired Exponent in 1986
to examine possible causes of the Space Shuttle Challenger disaster. FEMA contracted with the firm to examine the
damage aftermath of the deadly Oklahoma City bombing. It was also called in to investigate possible reasons for the
crash of American Airlines Flight 587 and the infamous Exxon Valdez oil spill.

The Professional
The responsibility for protecting the far-flung Exponent network and cloud environment falls on the shoulders of Daniel
Shuler, chief security officer (CSO). “I report to the CFO,” Shuler says. “He and I are partners when it comes to our
information security landscape. The company has made smart decisions about technology and security historically. And I
was brought onboard in 2019 to formalize the way information security is addressed within Exponent.”
Shuler works out of the company’s Phoenix office. His three-person team oversees the governance, operations, risk and
architecture parts of the Exponent infrastructure. “I handle governance and I have an individual focused on operations

who’s primarily supported through the MDR SOC via Rapid 7. And then I have a person focused on risk and they’re
leveraging the IVM console. And architecture is currently a responsibility the three of us share.”
The Exponent CSO believes in maintaining a close working relationship with his IT counterpart. “Our VP of IT and I work
very closely. He’s a champion of mine and I’m a champion of his. Our partnership works very well. He’s supportive when
I’m looking to make improvements. And he knows I’m going to hear him out on changes I’m suggesting that may not be
the easiest for his team to put into place. We work well together.”

The Challenges
Shuler remembers well arriving at Exponent and doing an initial assessment of what information security measures and
technology were in place. “There was no in-house SOC. There was no in-house security team. It was very much ‘we’re
going to configure our systems to make a bunch of noise. And when they make noise, we know that we need to go do
something.’ And that’s why I purchased Rapid7 MDR on day one.”
“A large part of his information security challenge is related to the need for greater visibility. Not just on incidents that
arise, but across the whole of Exponent’s international network and cloud infrastructure. “It’s very much related to the
visibility of those challenges, and clients, and data, and usage, but it’s also visibility across our environment. The assets
in use, the networks in use, the different offices and how they’re operating.”
And, of course, the Exponent environment is constantly changing. “It’s all very standardized, but it’s all moving,” Shuler
points out. “We have a typical technology stack in each office, very much like the branch office of a law firm. Where it’s
going to be the same servers and network gear. But then each time you ask about new offices, they’re changing, or a
new project is requiring an expansion of an office, or that different technologies be brought in.”

The Solutions
“MDR is our primary detection and response. We work very closely with our product manager. He’s great and he’s the
one rolling up all of our monthly findings, the health of the environment and key events going on. He’s also our primary
contact right when something goes wrong and we need help. He’s going to coordinate that for us. MDR does that
primary detection of something suspicious, something going wrong or an incident occurring.”
“We’ve worked with the Rapid 7 team to define what metrics need to be gathered, such as firewall logs, or web proxy or
mail gateway,” Shuler adds. “Whatever it is to give the system enough data points to correlate and give us good results.
It’s not been a static environment. It’s been consistently updated and changed to adopt some of the new things made
available within MDR.”
New features within MDR have opened up new cloud options for Exponent. Shuler cites new cloud adaptions in different
spaces. “For an example, we were not an AWS customer when I got here and now we are a significant AWS customer.
There has been a transition of log sources, and agent deployments and all of that has been great. All of the pieces to
make that environment monitored and give us visibility into our environment.”
One thing that helped Shuler define the security solutions he needed was familiarity with Rapid7 IDR and MDR. “I was
familiar with Rapid 7. More of the VM side in other roles and I had used different MDR providers. I knew that I needed
to have a technology stack that followed my users. Our consultants, even before Covid, were very mobile. I would say
that at least 60 percent of our work was happening offsite, at a client site, or a hotel or a home office.”
“The concept of following our users was how we promoted the technologies that we were onboarding,” Shuler says. “If
we’re looking for end point detection, we don’t need to require anything on-prem for that client to update and report in
and act. And we are leveraging cloud resources for that. Rapid 7 fits right into that bucket, because it’s an agent that
follows our user wherever they go. Our whole strategy was to move with the user.”
“A malicious process is usually what Rapid 7 will detect. It’s a process or a bad thing in power shell running, or a bad
process in Windows running. That’s what Rapid 7 typically flags on and it’s accurate. What brought that in is then picked
up by our other controls. Whether it was downloaded from the Web, or delivered via USB, or if it tried to execute from
something in an email.”

Exponent’s Shuler would call his approach ‘defense in-depth strategy using IDR and MDR.’ “Fortunately, we’ve been able
to say, yes, Rapid 7 saw that run. And then we were able to stop it at this level and then determine that it’s not a serious
issue or a malicious process that ran once and was then sanctioned. It’s ‘defense in-depth’ and managing the end points
to a certain level. “

The Benefits
In an infrastructure with 1,500 people working at about 30 locations around the world, how does Shuler keep track of
new equipment and users being added, even when he hasn’t been informed? The answer is Rapid7 IVM visibility. “In the
VM world, when we scan, we see new devices added to the network and new things happening. Half of them, we know
about them. Half of them, we don’t. It’s the visibility and discovery, so we can go and ask those needed questions.”
Another Rapid7 benefit Shuler points to is improved communication with his boss and board of directors. “I’m very
fortunate there,” he says. “They’re not interested in the number of vulnerabilities we have or the number of incidents
we work. They’re interested in knowing that we found incidents and how addressed them. I don’t call it a metric, more
like a story of what happened and our systems found it.”
Another benefit for the Exponent team is improved external communications with various third-party clients. “I am the
third party to all of our different clients,” Shuler says. “They entrust their data to me. Some clients may simply what to
know what we do for security. And it’s one line in a contract that you’ll put in reasonable measures. But some of our
larger clients have audit schedules and they’ll come in and do third-party audits. These we are able to manage.”
For many companies going through a third-party information security audit can be a nerve-wracking affair. Not so at
Exponent. Although Shuler does point to a small sore point: “This a bit selfish, but why do external clients all ask about
your password policy differently? They don’t say: ‘Do you align with a specific NIST industry standard?’ No, so there’s no
standard framework we can use to provide our response.”
Fortunately, this is where Rapid 7 steps up and answers the call according to Exponent’s chief security officer. “It checks
a lot of boxes for us. As you go through those control frameworks, it asks: ‘Do you operate a SIM? Do you collect logs?
Do you maintain those logs? Do you have a vulnerability scanning program? All of those questions are asked and Rapid 7
checks all those boxes for us.”
Rapid7’s around-the-clock support brings another benefit: Sleep. “I enjoy my sleep. So if somebody says ‘I’m going to
give you 24/7 support and only wake you up when it’s necessary, that works great for me. And I’ve added a layer of
sleep with my primary person here, so he’s the one that gets the call in the middle of the night when something goes
wrong.” Security, visibility, support and sleep. Solid benefits and then some for Shuler and the Exponent team.
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